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Air-Arms TX200 , I'm selling this with a heavy hart to fund a new project. This

TX200 is not getting used much any more and needs to go to a new home. This

was originally owned and used to good effect by Jors Mallan (Bex). If he had it

from new, then I was the 2nd to own and shoot this exelent air rifle. In my

opinion there is no springer more cable in terms of acuracy. All original

internals. Still shoots cositent and accurately. Simply the best trigger I have ever

had the plesure of using. I am slightly negotiable on the asking price of R9800.

Contact me on 076 402 1928 

Seller Info

Name: Benjamin

First Name: Benjamin

Listing details

Title: Air-Arms TX200

Price: R 9,800.00

Make: Air-Arms
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Model: TX200

Calibre: . 177 (4.5mm)

Condition: Used

Description: I'm selling this with a heavy hart to fund a new

project. This TX200 is not getting used much any

more and needs to go to a new home. This was

originally owned and used to good effect by Jors

Mallan (Bex). If he had it from new, then I was the

2nd to own and shoot this exelent air rifle. In my

opinion there is no springer more cable in terms of

acuracy. All original internals. Still shoots cositent

and accurately. Simply the best trigger I have ever

had the plesure of using. I am slightly negotiable on

the asking price of R9800.

Contact me on 076 402 1928 

Phone: +2776 (402) 192-8

Email: b79burger@gmail.com

Address: Nelspruit

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:Mpumalanga

City: Nelspruit
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Reference Number: GUA360195
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